
"When we deliver the message people definitely BELIEVE because it is not coming from a big politician, or a foreigner. It's coming 
from their FRIEND, their FAMILY, their next door NEIGHBOR." - LANSANA MANSARAY (a.k.a. Barmmy Boy) WeOwnTV 
Production Manager 

The West Africa Delegation is composed four filmmaker fellows and two mentors from the WeOwnTV 
Filmmaker Fellowship: Lawrence Agbetsise (Ghana), Mohamed Tyson Conteh, John Solo (Sierra Leone) and 
Archie Valentino Thomas (Liberia) and filmmaker mentors Arthur Pratt (Sierra Leone) and WeOwnTV Executive 
Director Banker White (USA).  

 

WeOwnTV’s mission is to create artistically bold media that explores the critical issues and reinforces a culture 
of creativity and engagement. With all of our projects, we work to cultivate deep community engagement that 
inspires, educates and transforms audiences into socially engaged citizens. We are also deeply committed to 
media education. In 2009 we co-founded the WeOwnTV Freetown Media Centre together with local Sierra 
Leonean filmmakers Arthur Pratt and Lansana “Barmmy Boy” Mansaray. The media center is an important 
educational and creative hub in the heart of the capital city in Sierra Leone.  

WeOwnTV also produced the feature-length documentary SURVIVORS, directed by Arthur Pratt; and, 
co-directed by Banker White, Anna Fitch and Lansana “Barmmy Boy” Mansaray, which will be premiering in 
IDFA’s Frontlight Competition and is nominated for the Amsterdam Human Rights Award.  

 
The WeOwnTV Filmmaker Fellowship is a film fund and professional development program supporting the 
production of independent documentaries directed by West African filmmakers. The program provides 
filmmakers with funding for their project, filmmaking (creative labs) labs, one-on-one mentoring, professional 
development workshops and networking opportunities. The Fellowship - which has been running since 2016 - is 
the first of its kind in the region. Through this program, WeOwnTV hopes to play a part in supporting a healthy 
media landscape by amplifying and supporting independent voices within the West African indigenous media 
sector. “In addition to supporting to selected filmmakers, we are planning a series of, documentary screenings 
and discussions that will be open to the public. We see this as a key part of a healthy free press, sense of trust, 
and cooperation between our communities and the establishment,” adds Arthur Pratt (Fellowship mentor and 
founder of The Freetown Media Centre). Films that have been scheduled to screen in 2018/2019 have been 
contributed by Bertha Foundation Festival in a Box and POV. 
 

 

 

https://weowntv.org/
https://www.freetownmedia.com/
https://www.freetownmedia.com/
https://www.freetownmedia.com/
https://www.survivorsfilm.com/
https://weowntv.org/
http://berthafoundation.org/
http://berthafoundation.org/
http://berthafoundation.org/
http://www.pbs.org/pov/


 

Four fellows together and the mentors have been invited to attend as an official West African Delegation to the 
2018 International Documentary Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) in November. The team will attend the four day 
IDFAcademy Program and then stay to continue meetings and experience the festival. These four fellows are 
among the seven selected for this year’s Fellowship who - for the first year ever - represent three West African 
countries: Ghana, Liberia and Sierra Leone. The Fellowship is made possible through generous support from the 
Bertha Foundation, Jonathan Logan Family Foundation and Global Giving Foundation. Below are descriptions 
of the projects our four fellows traveling to IDFA are currently producing: 

IDFA WEST AFRICAN DELEGATION - 2018 WEOWNTV FILMMAKER FELLOWS’ WORKS-IN-PROGRESS 

Dir. Archie ‘Valentino’ Thomas | Liberia INSIDE WEST POINT 
Synopsis: During the 2015 Ebola crisis, the press zoomed in on West Point - one of Monrovia’s largest slums - as 
a center of the devastation. But as the epidemic subsided, so did international media attention, leaving untold 
the story of West Point beyond Ebola.This film will examine the key role of West Point in Liberia’s economy as a 
fishing and domestic workforce hub and what the future holds for its residents if nothing is done to protect 
them from environmental degradation and neglect. 

Dir. Lawrence Agbetsise | Ghana WE ARE THE PROBLEM  
Synopsis: We Are The Problem is a plot driven, protagonist centered documentary about Sam, a 32-year-old 
man who wears suit and tie to sell roasted plantain in the streets of Accra. The film follows his dream to 
change the narrative about his own work and how he leaves home dressed up in a suit and tie leaving this 
family (children) clueless about how he spends his day and earns money for his family. 

 

https://www.idfa.nl/en/info/idfacademy
https://www.idfa.nl/en/info/idfacademy


 

 

Dir. John Solo | Sierra Leone           LIFE AFTER THE ARMY 
Synopsis: Life After the Army focuses on the daily activities of ex-servicemen who left the army through the 
Voluntary Retirement Program. The stories they tell echo the sentiment of thousands of their comrades who 
are scattered across Sierra Leone having gone through the same retirement program. 

Dir Tyson Conteh | Sierra Leone                AN’BONDO BEYKEY 
Synopsis: An’Bondo Beykey, which means “Stop Female Genital Mutilation,” takes a very personal look at this 
heated social issue in Sierra Leone through the story of a close friend of the filmmaker’s who died in the wake 
of this practice. Though efforts have been made to modernize the ritual and stop Female Genital Mutilation, 
many societies - including the popular all-female Bondo society -  still require this practice for initiation into the 
group and to adulthood.  

 

  
  



 

SURVIVORS 
Hope and resilience in the time of Ebola 

a film by WeOwnTV 

 
WeOwnTV Filmmaker Fellows are joined by WeOwnTV mentors Arthur Pratt and Banker White who are 
simultaneously at IDFA presenting their feature length documentary film SURVIVORS. Through the eyes of 
Sierra Leonean filmmaker Arthur Pratt, SURVIVORS.presents a heart-connected portrait of his country during 
the Ebola outbreak, exposing the complexity of the epidemic and the socio-political turmoil that lies in its wake. 
With unflinching intimacy, SURVIVORS.places us in the midst of the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone. The film 
grew out of the WeOwnTV collaboration. The film is programmed in the Frontlight Competition and is 
nominated for the Amsterdam Human Rights Award. 
 
Survivors interweaves the stories of Mohamed Bangura, the senior ambulance driver at the country's main 
ambulance dispatch location; of Foday Koroma, a 12-year-old boy living on the streets in one of Freetown’s 
slum neighborhoods; and of Margaret Sesay, a nurse at the EMERGENCY Ebola treatment center in Freetown 
who cares for some of the sickest patients. The film follows the stories of these characters from the earliest 
days of the epidemic all the way through to the end, when the World Health Organization declares that Ebola 
has been eradicated in Sierra Leone. Through intimate verite footage of these characters’ daily lives, the film 
not only explores how the epidemic ravaged families and communities, but it also reveals the deep 
misunderstandings that exist between international NGOs and the communities they serve, while also 
unearthing the simmering political tensions that still linger from the decade-long Civil War. In this way, 
SURVIVORS profoundly wrestles with what it means to be Sierra Leonean at this juncture in the country’s 
history. 

 
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING: 

“With unflinching intimacy, Survivors places us in the midst of the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone. 
Chronicling the unfolding bravery, bureaucratic blunder and deep humanity of an African community 
under siege, these Sierra Leonean filmmakers see their world with the clarity and empathy possessed 
only by extraordinary storytellers. It is a remarkable film.” —Robb Moss,  Filmmaker & Chair, 
Department of Visual & Environmental Studies, Harvard University  
 
“Survivors is a breakthrough piece of filmmaking in its realization of a deeply felt and closely 
documented experience of health care workers in Sierra Leone during the Ebola epidemic. Sierra 
Leoneans emerge as reflective commentators on their experience of this terrible disease, displaying a 
quiet heroism and love not often noted in myriad representations of Africa.  Survivors also stands out 
also because of its very production process and values.”  

- Pamela Scully, Professor of African History and Women’s Studies, Emory University 

http://www.weowntv.org/
https://www.survivorsfilm.com/
https://www.idfa.nl/en/article/106381/new-idfa-programs-frontlight-and-luminous-now-complete
https://www.idfa.nl/en/article/106381/new-idfa-programs-frontlight-and-luminous-now-complete
https://www.idfa.nl/en/selection/107412/amsterdam-human-rights-award
https://ves.fas.harvard.edu/people/robb-moss
https://ves.fas.harvard.edu/people/robb-moss
http://wgss.emory.edu/home/people/faculty/Scully-Pamela.html


 

 
  

CONTACT: 
Co-Director/Producer: Banker White 
MIRABEL PICTURES 501c3 
ADDRESS: 90A Mirabel Ave, SF CA 94110  
PHONE +1 510.325.5032 
EMAIL banker@weowntv.org 

 

 

 

   

RIGHTS: 
US Domestic Broadcast: PBS 
All other rights & territories available 
sales contact: info@weowntv.org 
 
 

 
OFFICIAL SELECTION:  
ENCOUNTERS SOUTH AFRICAN INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTIVAL JUNE 2018 
SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL FESTIVAL JUNE 2018 
CAMDEN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL FESTIVA SEPTEMBER 2018 
NORTH AMERICAN TELEVISION BROADCAST, POV (PBS) SEPTEMBER 2018 
IDFA NOVEMBER 2018 
 
FUNDER LIST: National Endowment for the Humanities, (NEH), ITVS, AmDoc | POV, Sundance Institute, 
MacArthur Foundation, the Bertha Foundation, Doc Society, The Tribeca Film Institute, the Rockefeller 
Foundation, Kenneth Rainin Foundation, Global Giving, Catapult Film Fund, Chicken and Egg Pictures and 
Creative Capital. 
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